This grid of letters conceals words lying in different directions: forward, backward, up, down, or diagonally, but always in a straight line. The words to find and circle are listed below the grid - cross them off once you’ve circled them. Many words overlap. When you’ve crossed off all the words in the list below, there will be letters that haven’t yet been circled. Gather those letters - from the top, left to right, and they will spell out the ‘Last Word’ answer for this puzzle.

**ITALIAN CITIES AND TOWNS**

Solution: 10 letters

```
OMRELAQUITARBN
NTCAIRTAZNOMOIA
ARGEAAVRAILTAP
SVGRRRSECMORFL
AOBARTNEGARAE
FANPAEINNMAEPCS
LTAINSFFATGLMASA
OCISREPNOUBOLOZ
RONANGILOFARMPN
ESAGEAEHMUGIOE
NOFNSILCRDAMZCC
CROTONEIJEZIOI
EANTURINMLERZRV
MODENAEEBRSCIA
PAIHCEVATIVICN
```

AFRAGOLA  ALBA  APRILIA  AREZZO  ASTI  BOLOGNA
BRA  BRESBIA  CARINI  CENTO  CIVITAVECCHIA
CROTONE  ERBA  ERICE  FASANO  FERRARA
FOGGIA  FOLIGNANO  FONDI  GENOA  JESI
MILAN  MIRA  MODENA  MONZA  NAPLES
PALERMO  PALMI  PARMA  PESCARA  PISA
RAVENNA  RHO  ROME  SARRE  SORA
TURIN  UDINE  VENICE  VERONA  VICENZA
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